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Which Word Where?
Use your -ibly ending spellings to fill the spaces in these sentences.

1.	 ___________________, the stuntman was unharmed after jumping from the burning helicopter.

2.	 My mum is ___________________ the nicest woman on the planet as she has bought me concert 

tickets for my favourite band. 

3.	 During the burglary, the lock had been ____________________ removed from the door. 

4.	 The poor rescue dog had been _____________________ mistreated in his former home but now 

he was on the road to recovery. 

5.	 Very ___________________, the children waited at the side of the road for the green man to 

appear at the crossing. 

6.	 Even though he was a registered doctor, Dr Khan found it impossible to write  

_________________ on his prescriptions.

7.	 The proud teacher was very pleased with how __________________ her class had behaved on 

the school trip. 

8.	 The distraught toddler was ___________________ upset when she lost her teddy bear in the 

shopping centre.

9.	 The stunned rider was ____________________ shaken after being thrown from her horse. 

Which of your spelling words is missing? How many smaller words can you make using the 
letters within it?
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Use your -ibly ending spellings to fill the spaces in these sentences.

Which Word Where? Answers

1.	 Incredibly, the stuntman was unharmed after jumping from the burning helicopter.

2.	 My mum is possibly the nicest woman on the planet as she has bought me concert tickets for 

my favourite band. 

3.	 During the burglary, the lock had been forcibly removed from the door.

4.	 The poor rescue dog had been horribly mistreated in his former home but now he was on the 

road to recovery.

5.	 Very responsibly, the children waited at the side of the road for the green man to appear at the 

crossing. 

6.	 Even though he was a registered doctor, Dr Khan found it impossible to write  

legibly on his prescriptions.

7.	 The proud teacher was very pleased with how sensibly her class had behaved on the school 

trip. 

8.	 The distraught toddler was terribly upset when she lost her teddy bear in the shopping centre. 

9.	 The stunned rider was visibly shaken after being thrown from her horse. 

Which of your spelling words is missing? How many smaller words can you make using the 
letters within it?
The missing word was ‘reversibly’. 
Some smaller words that you could have made from the letters within ‘reversibly’ include:
berry, berries, eel, lever, else, lie, ivy, rebels, rely, relive, river, sieve, silver, veil, serve, verb, and many 
more. 

Challenge Task


